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THREE NEW CRA CLUBS FORM IN ONTARIO
The growth of Ringsport is finally starting to take hold in Ontario

After a long absence from Ontario, the
Canadian Ringsport Association is finally
starting to gain some traction in Ontario.
The first in roads were made a couple of

area, SOAR Ringsport is growing and we are
looking forward to their first oﬃcial trial in 2014.
The second club was formed by longtime
CRA member and Treasurer, Geoﬀ Empey.

years ago with the formation of F.O.R.C.E.

Geoﬀ’s hard work has resulted in the formation

Members of this club competed in 2011 and

of the Ottawa Valley Working Dog Club. Always

successfully held the first trial in Ontario in about

eager to host a seminar and train new ringers,

15 years. This was a huge step forward for the

Geoﬀ’s club is merging the gap between Ontario

growth of the sport in Ontario and in Canada in

and Quebec.

general.
Last year and this year, independent

The final club that has formed is the North
Toronto K9 Ring Club which was spearheaded

members have stepped forward and have

by CRA Director of Decoys and Director at

formed clubs located in the London, Ottawa,

Large, Frédérick Labrousse. Fred has already

and Toronto areas.

been active in the Greater Toronto Area by

The first club that was formed was SOAR
Ringsport, headed by CRA Secretary, Ryan
Venables. Located in the London/Brantford

hosting seminars and bringing in top level
French handlers for training purposes.
We look forward to see how all three clubs
develop!
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Ring in Ontario
There has also been a great
response to the sport in Sudbury
and we hope a new club can be
formed in the future!!!

DECOY’S
CORNER

Daniel explains how to train the
Defence of Handler...
These are some of my current ideas and
thoughts on how to progress a puppy with a toy to
defense of handler with a decoy. I have learned a
couple of these techniques from Mark Keating and
Dominique Piton. I have tried this on a few dogs to
a pretty decent success rate. This is by no means
the only way to do it, just some of my ideas.
I break the whole exercise into 3 phases:
1. Touch and keep contact with handler for a
toy.
2. Touch and keep contact with handler with
a decoy present
I start with a puppy and a ball or tug. I start
with the dog in a heel position. Throw the tug on
the dog’s side out a couple of feet and a bit
forward of the dog. As you take a few slow steps
forward the dog should start to curl back around
the handler. I’ll keep the leash in hand and with
little pops, not dragging corrections I’ll keep the
dog touching me. When contact is made and
possibly kept for a split second a release
command is given and the dog may go and get
the tug. Once the puppy is consistent in touching
while walking, start making more complex and
longer patterns before releasing the dog to the
tug. Depending on how the handler walks and
where the toy is thrown the dog can be taught to

Daniel,
Mikey & Eeto
during doing
the DoH

Daniel explains the
introductory steps he uses
to help train his and his
club dogs in the Defence
of Handler.
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pushing onto the handler in order to get the ball.
Once the dog will push the handler and stay
between the handler and the ball. Add a decoy.
The decoys job is to be a moving ball or tug.
There is no aggression of the decoy to the handler
yet.
Start the same way as with a ball. Handlers
need to be careful not to walk too fast that you get
past the dogs hips. If you get past his hips, the
dog has a chance to spin around and get caught
up. When the dog is pushing and walking with the
handler well, stop and release the dog to make a
little face attack. Now you can work the bite on a
harness, you can work out guards, etc. Continue

3. Finish the DOH

Daniel Lybbert, CRA Lvl 2
Decoy

walk backwards, sideways, and forwards while

to make more complicated and longer patterns.
The reason I do it this way with no bite for the
dog while with the handler is for this reason. Once
the decoy is close enough to hit the dog will try to
bite and stop walking backwards. So if there is no
bite there is no reason not to stay with the handler.
Sometimes if the dog needs a bit of help to stay
with handler, the decoy can use a bar from the
broad jump to keep the dog close to the handler.
Once the dog is very comfortable walking
backwards and staying with the handler, the only
part of the defense of handler is missing is the hit
from the decoy. So go hit the handler. Make the hit
definite and your dog will bite. Always hit when the
dog is in a good position. Now you should be able
to train the whole DOH.

How the appropriate use of an ecollar can help you succeed...
All of our e-collar training and knowledge
has come about because of a cute dark
mahogany Malinois puppy named Mako. When
we first picked up Mako, and started training
him his strength and determination would test
and push me to the point where I pondered
whether I could actually compete in French Ring
with him.
Mako started out like any other puppy,
however, all methods we tried to train the “out”
and “recall” failed miserably. When doing
protection, the ONLY thing Mako cares about is
his next bite. We trained with numerous people
and solicited advice from people from Canada,
the US and France. Some said to keep with it,
some said to get a new dog that was more
biddable as Mako was “not a point dog.” I then
started learning about the various uses of an ecollar in training. I had always associated an ecollar with negative punishment. For example, if
you do not out, you will be stimmed. The more I
learned the more I began to realize that an ecollar can also be used for not just punishment,
but it can follow the other methods of the great

psychologist B.F. Skinner’s theory on operant
conditioning.
While it did take some time to
“deconstruct” how we trained in the past. Mako

TRAINING TIPS

soon learned that a stim was not all bad. For
example, we learned that Mako did not have an
outing problem, he had a problem with leaving
the decoy. His voice outs were consistently
quick and clean. However, he (rightly)
associated the whistle out/recall with leaving the
decoy (right again). This caused conflict with
him. We were able to overcome the conflict with
the e-collar and we were then able to teach him
how to earn subsequent bites.
This caused a new problem - staying with
the decoy. Never would have I thought Mako
staying with the decoy would be a problem. But
we were able to overcome this by using the ecollar to power him back into a nice, tight and
steady guard.
Thus at the beginning we used to e-collar
to pull him back to us, and now we are using it
to push him forward both of which were to
reinforce verbal commands. As a result, this
tool which carries a stigma to some has been
the most useful and versatile tool for the
progression of my dogs. I suggest you try it!

Thad, Alex
& Mako
training in
Michigan

BY: Alexandra Venables
Alex is a relative
newcomer to French Ring;
however, in deciding to
train her dog, Mako, with
an e-collar she did
extensive research.
Editor’s Note:
This article is offered for
informational purposes only and in
no way reflects the position or
opinion of the CRA or it’s
representatives. Please conduct
thorough research before
considering using a prong, ecollar and/or choke collar.
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HANDLER SPOTLIGHT:
LAURIE MCINTOSH

French Ring in Canada has some serious competition with Laurie McIntosh...
Laurie was first introduced to French Ring in 2002 by Tim Watts.

decoys to her! Laurie has made wonderful connections with the Copper

Since that time Laurie has trained/competed with three dogs, two Malinois

State Ring Club and routinely invites Justin Gannon and Andrew Steinkohl

- Asker and now Myra; and a German Shepherd - Dawson, that was

to come train her. In addition to Justin and Andrew, level 3 and 2 NARA

tragically taken from her too soon.

decoys respectively, Laurie has also trained with household names such

After achieving Ring 1 success with Asker, she realized... or was

as Dosta, Labrousse, Linder, Touy and Piton. Not too shabby!

talked into grabbing a young pup named Myra. Thank you to whomever

Laurie would love to see French Ring grow and evolve in Canada.

talked Laurie into this wonderful dog. Myra’s name is striking fear into the

There are many people in Alberta that are into various animal sports and

handlers/dogs she is competing against as she is currently tearing up

Laurie has made it a personal mission to get our beloved sport in front

the Ring 2 competition and is most likely going to be taking the

of as many faces as possible. Laurie hosted her first French

CRA Ring 2 Grand Championship home with her this year!
Laurie has some lofty goals with Myra, and nothing short of
a Ring 3 will suﬃce. I think we are all looking forward to
seeing a female make the step to play in the 3’s.

Ring trial this year, and 2014 will be no diﬀerent as she is

CRA Member Laure McIntosh

Despite being two hours from a regular decoy, Laurie is

planning to host another trial in April in Calgary. Although
Laurie’s trial attracted the usual suspects of French Ring in
the West Region, she is planning on stepping up the
promotion of our sport by getting French Ring in front of the

very thankful for the support and knowledge that Daniel and

local television cameras. By reaching out to the local stations,

Nikki Lybbert have been able to provide over the years. Laurie

she hopes to attract some new faces who will act as the next

attributes much of her success to the regular training she undertakes with

generation of Ringers.

Daniel and Nikki. Her dedication by willing to make the trek to Glenwood

The CRA is lucky to have Laurie amongst its supporters. We wish

is inspirational, however, she does freely admit that the cold temperatures

her and Myra continued success in Canada and beyond!

and the prairie winds do hamper training at times.
Laurie is also varying her training by training with other decoys on a
regular basis. Although she loves the two hour trip to Glenwood, this
does not stop Laurie as she is overcoming obstacles and bringing top
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CANINE SPOTLIGHT:
CAPO DE LESCAUT

The End of an Era... 4 time CRA Ring III Champion Capo de Lescaut Retires.
When current CRA president John Bayreuther reflects back nine

dog, or a dog that also lives in the house. John keeps his dogs, Capo

years ago when he bought his first Malinois, he had no idea what the

included, alongside his family inside the house. He jokes by saying that

training and competition in French Ring would be like. Mistakes were

when hunting season comes around he also uses Capo as a retriever for

made and going back to zero was frequent. However after training with

the ducks and geese that he’s felled. After all, “the dog might as well earn

elite trainers from across the world a fluﬀy little “squirrel” came
into his life. While luck had something to do with it - no
serious injuries, no accidents and no serious setbacks would
lay the ground work for one of the best Ring dogs in CRA
history.
Over the years John and Capo built a strong
relationship and “despite our need to push the dog over and

his keep?”
John reflects on Capo by saying that he was “a small yet

John
Bayreuther
reflects on
Capo...

over and to continue to aim for perfection by pushing for points,

courageous Malinois. My dog was not the biggest or the
strongest but he has heart and a team that backed him up.”
Over my dog's career the team changed and morphed many
times but at the end of the day all of the experiences with all
of the people are what gave me the final result. I enjoy the
training, the trialing and of course, seeing the people a couple

Capo never gave up.” John is quite certain there were days when Capo

times a year who come together at trials.

was feeling a little less than 100% however, he kept going. Trials were

Retirement came in 2013 after a good career. I learned a lot and

stressful not only for John but also for Capo - we all can understand and

luckily my dog is still in good enough shape to enjoy his later years as a

appreciate that notion. John says, “to see a dog perform on the trial field

spoiled ex-Ring dog. Thank you Capo for all the experiences and forgive

and work through a Ring routine is quite impressive. I have seen my dog

me, for I will soon be getting another puppy!”

experience diﬃculty, mess things up and even fail but I have NEVER seen
him quit. I think that is the reason by I love the sport so much. I have also

The CRA will miss the flying squirrel - we wish him the best in his
retirement!

had my dog completely ignore my instructions and make things up as he
went along - it is that thin line between success and failure that always
keeps things interesting.”
While there are competing theories on how to produce the best dogs
for French Ring - a dog that lives in a kennel and is considered a working
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CLUB REPORT

Spring / Summer
2013

Josée and Gypsy
having no difficulty
with the hurdle!

WEST REGION REPORT

EAST REGION REPORT

This edition’s West
Region report was
prepared by the
Western Region
Representative Murray
Ritchie.

This edition’s East
Region report was
prepared by CRA
Secretary Ryan
Venables - as the East
Region Representative
position is vacant.
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INDIVIDUAL CLUB
REPORT
All individual clubs
were invited to submit
an update on what
their clubs have been
up to in 2013.

West Region Report
Over the last few months, there has been
some good quality training done. Decoys from
USA, Andrew Steinkohl and Justin Gannon,
have been in Alberta, and we are impressed with
their abilities as decoys and trainers. From
France, Jean-Marc Alan spent some time in
Alberta and British Columbia, and decoyed the
recent trial in Alberta at Daniel Lybbert’s in July.
No questions about it, Daniel keeps the
competitive dogs competitive. Can’t say
enough about this guy. Really loves the sport,
and assists the production of dogs who are
competing to win. He is a solid decoy, strong
and moves well.
There is a real possibility that Alberta teams
could hold all positions as Canadian Ring
Champion this year.

East Region Report
The East Region has been busy with
training, seminars and now trials.

Greetings to all

French Ring Sport through education and

our fellow Canadian Ringsport members! We

experience. The club’s President and training

are one of a very few clubs still remaining in the

director is Frederic Labrousse, an experienced

west. While our beloved sport has been

decoy from France, who brings a wealth of

declining out West, we are determined to stay

experience, technique and enthusiasm for the

active in the sport! The WCRC has grown to

sport that he acquired as a professional decoy

encompass members from southern Alberta, the

in France. The majority of NTK9 members are

Interior of BC, and the “West Coast” of BC.

new to French Ring; Fred’s knowledge of the

While many ringsport members from the East

sport has been key to helping these members

may not know all of us, we have been very

acquire the techniques needed to succeed to

active in hosting seminars, competitions, and

handle and train their dogs. Currently the main

training / trialing our dogs for the past seven

objective of the club is to increase its exposure

years. Most of our older dogs (3 of them Ring

in the Greater Toronto Area and beyond, and to

3’s) are now retiring, and a new batch of up-and-

educate dog handlers, and enthusiasts of other

coming young dogs are hitting the trial fields! In

sports curious about French Ring through

addition to competing with our young dogs,

education. Most of the club’s outreach eﬀorts

WCRC has several events planned for this year:

have been through social media outlets where

May: WCRC was proud to host their 1st

we have advertised seminar events, welcoming

competition in Calgary, AB with Dominique Piton

new and seasoned ring sport competitors the to

judging and Laurie McIntosh organizing the

work with our experts on specific training

event.

issues. Our seminars have consistently resulted

July: Seminar in BC with Jean Marc Alain;

in increased growth of membership. Fred has

Seminar in Glenwood, AB with Jean Marc

worked hard to host seminars that are not only

Alain; Ringsport Trial in Glenwood, AB with John

worthwhile, but also bring new decoys for

East Region in 2013 has been the development

Bayreuther judging and Daniel Lybbert

seminar attendees to learn from. For example,

of three (3) new clubs: Ottawa Valley Working

organizing the event.

the most recent seminar held over the July 12th

The most significant development in the

Dog Club, North Toronto K9 Ring Club and

October; CRA Championships in

weekend where NTK9 had the honour of

SOAR Ringsport. We are very excited to see

Glenwood, AB with Pierre-Yves Secretain

bringing in Alberto Do-Carmo (Domaine Des

how these clubs develop. There is also a new

judging and Daniel Lybbert organizing the event;

Eclaireurs), a seasoned decoy from France.

and substantial presence of Ringers in Sudbury,

Seminar following the Championships in

Alberto has been a trainer, decoy and handler,

perhaps a fourth club in Ontario is in the future?

Glenwood, AB. Details are still being sorted out;

and has competed at the highest level of the

Ringsport trial in Glenwood, AB following the

sport for many years. Feedback from those who

bringing in trainers from France and beyond.

Championships. Judge and decoys will remain

attended was overwhelmingly positive and

Recently, North Toronto K9 Ring Club hosted a

the same.

because of this we hope to bring Alberto back

Seminars have been prolific with clubs

seminar with French trainer Alberto Do Carmo of
Domaine des Eclaireurs.

We look forward to seeing many of our
friends out on the trial field, as well as meeting

for future seminars.
Currently the dogs of NTK9 are preparing

many new enthusiasts! Feel free to browse our

for entry level titles (Brevets and Ring 1), and

event at “Take The Plunge” event in Ottawa.

website for more information on what’s

with hard work and dedication aspire to higher

While the planned trial did not take place, it was

happening within our club:

level competition. We have been lucky to

a great time, highlighted with NARA Lvl2 decoy

www.westcoastring.com

acquire four puppies from Domain des

Ottawa Valley Working Dog Club held an

Eclaireurs (from Champion ring lines), and hope

Wade Morrell taking a spontaneous bite from a
loose Bernese Mountain Dog who thought he

North Toronto K9 Ring Club

train all year! Thanks to Vice President John

Although SOAR Ringsport initially planned

Anava, training is available, even on the coldest

on having a summer trial, life got in the way, but
they did have a successful trial with Frederick
Labrousse in the spring.

Individual Club Reports
West Coast Ring Club

for great things with these pups. One of the
advantages with training with NTK9, is that we

was a Malinois!

North Toronto K9 Ring

of winter days, in his fully heated training arena.

Club (NTK9) was formed in early 2013, and its

NTRC is dedicated to increasing the growth of

membership has grown steadily since its

the sport in the Greater Toronto Area and is

inception. The club has expanded from its

looking to hold a trial for the 2014 season.

original three members to seven handlers and
10 dogs. Located just north of Toronto in the
town of King City, NTK9 is dedicated to growing
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Happy Training!

SOAR Ringsport

put through their paces and allowed everybody

learned more about training and Ring in the 5

to learn about the greatness of French Ring.

weeks with no dog than I did at seminars with

Unfortunately, SOAR had planned a trial for

SOAR is very happy to bring
the presence of French Ringsport to Southern
and Southwest Ontario. This new club was

my dog. Not having a dog to worry about

the August long weekend, but we were forced to

trialling let me focus on my own timing, rules

cancel this event. SOAR is committed to

and team work. I spent more time on the field

making this up to our CRA and NARA friends

working the horn than I ever have. Jean-Marc is

with a trial in 2014. Please stay tuned for

exacting in the use of the horn and to use it

updates to this.

wrong was a great learning experience because

SOAR is very excited about how things are

you sure got taken to task! A mistake not to be

formed because after Ryan and Alex tried

shaping up but we are looking for new members

Schutzhund/IPO, they knew that something was

and adventures, we are hopeful that our dogs

missing, upon learning more about French Ring

can continue to advance and are looking to

retired Ring dog from another ringer. He was

and travelling to Ottawa for some seminars, the

obtain titles in R1 and R2 either late this year or

given the dog in May and worked with him the

idea of SOAR was created.

early next.

entire time Jean-Marc was here. He took his job

While SOAR initially had 6 handlers and 6

Please visit our website at:

made again!
Earlier in the year my son was gifted with a

very seriously! He learned the basic exercises

dogs, the late 2012 relocation from London to

www.SOARringsport.com or our Facebook page

for the Brevet and most of the Ring 1 as well.

the Brantford, Ontario area saw this number

at: www.facebook.com/SOARringsport for all

Our goal is to get the team working together so

reduced to 3 members and 3 dogs. SOAR is

the latest information to what we are doing.

he can experience and participate in French

hopeful that the remainder of 2013 and the
future will bring new prospects to our beloved
sport.
SOAR is also very happy to announce a

Ring thru helping with dog in white functions
River City Ring Club

until he is old enough to apply for full

River City Ring Club welcomed Jean-Marc

membership within the CRA (which will be in 10

Alan and his wife Valerie and their daughter,

years when he is 16). Until then he can focus on

partnership with the Michigan Ring Club, and

Manon, for 5 weeks from Jun 21 to Jul 28, 2013.

handling and training, which he very much

new (unoﬃcial) Training Director - Thad

We trained with people from Edmonton, lower

enjoys! I am so thankful for the ring community

Peterson. Although Ryan and Alex have done

mainland BC and Southern Alberta. We also

and their help in teaching Daniel about

well with Indi and Mako, they welcome the

welcomed friends from Eastern Canada!

Ringsport. Of course I hope to foster a passion

opportunity to train and learn from Thad, who is

We trained dogs! We trained handlers! We

a NARA Judge and Lvl2 decoy. Thad has,

trained decoys! We learned about rules, about

almost single handedly, taken Mako from what

working as a team and about dedication.

we believed was an un-trialable dog, to a dog

Jean-Marc would have impromptu "pop

we believe will be battling for a R3

quizzes" during training - on point losses, time

championship in upcoming years.

for exercises, etc and it resulted in a great

for Ring in the youth here in Canada - not only
my son but the 15 year old new decoy as well.
Jean Marc will be returning to Canada in
the near future to help us again and we very
much look forward to it.

amount of learning, but also a greater

Ottawa Valley Working Dog Club

Chi-Town Ringers trial in Chicago, where Mako’s

commitment on our members part of learn the

No submission.

training paid oﬀ and he obtained his Brevet. Indi

rules better to be able to train and trial better.

also trialled for a R2 leg, but came up a little

Everyone wants to get out and trial, and train

Club de Ring Quebec

short. We were able to discover some great

dogs! But getting into the rule book and

No submission.

training opportunities and we are looking

learning is just as important!

The SOAR team recently travelled to the

forward to advancing both dogs forward.
SOAR was also very happy to have NARA

Our new decoys, one of which is 15 years
old, learned a great deal! Jean-Marc is an

Club de Ring des 3 Brasseurs
No submission.

Lvl1 (soon to be Lvl2) decoy Benjamin Allanson

excellent teacher!! We were also very fortunate

construct a full regulation set of jumps for our

to be able to have several retired dogs for the

Le Club de Ring de la Montagne

club. We cannot say enough good things about

decoys to catch and it greatly aided in decoy

No submission

the quality of the workmanship and highly

development. Our one young decoy has been

recommend Ben’s work for any interested in

bitten by the decoy bug and is now planning a

obtaining a set of their own.

trip to France to train more. I hope this is the

SOAR also welcomed Frederick Labrousse
of North Toronto K9 Ring Club to our winter

beginning of a wonderful decoy for western
Canada!

facility for our first seminar. We received a great
response from Ringers and prospective-Ringers
alike. The one day seminar saw a host of dogs

As I do not have a dog to train at this time,
I assumed that I would not be benefiting from
training, but how wrong I was. In fact, I believe I
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Long time Canadian Ringer, Jerry
Cudahy, was lost earlier in 2013 and
the CRA remembers him...
The man hailed as Canada’s dog whisperer

appearances, all of which highlighted his
extraordinary knowledge of dogs and dog
training.
Jerry is fondly remembered by many of
those who have been involved in Ring since the

for his work with the pets of well-to-do and

1990’s and it had been reported that Jerry was

famous clients, said to include both Bush

once again training dogs for an anticipated

presidents, was killed along with his wife, Eve,

return to the trial field in either 2013 or 2014.

and a number of their dogs on February 10th,

Sadly, we will not have the opportunity to watch

2013 in a fire that destroyed their home near

or learn from Jerry’s wealth of knowledge and

Georgina, Ontario.

experience.

Some of Jerry’s accomplishments include:

A point of pride for Jerry was the fact that

1992 NARA Ring III Grand Champion Rocky

three of the Belgian Malinois he bred are now

Bayard Ring III; Campagne 500, the only

employed in the Middle East as IED bomb

Canadian to Achieve a Campagne 500; 1994

detection dogs with the US Armed Forces.

and 1995 Canadian Ring III Grand Champion

Jerry also helped with the imprinting of the

with Axel De Lison Ring III, CGC, TT; 1994 and

Toronto Police Service’s first bomb detection

1995 North American Ring III Vice Grand

dog. Additionally, Jerry trained dogs for various

Champion with Axel De Lison Ring III, CGC, TT;

jobs including arson detection.

President (Non Profit/Sport Club) Metro Toronto

The CRA thanks Jerry and his wife Eve for

Ringsport Club President; Author of the Ask

furthering our beloved sport and we regret not

Jerry About Dogs Series by the Toronto Sun;

being able to trial and train alongside and

Author of several dog related articles in Dogs in

against him in the future.

Canada Magazine.
In addition to Jerry’s accomplishments on

JERRY CUDAHY

Jerry and Eve leave behind a two
daughters and countless friends and family

the trial field, he was also featured in numerous

members... all of whom will miss them dearly.

articles, television shows and other media

Rest in Peace Jerry and Eve.

Jerry and
Baron des
Loups Mutin

Jerry Remembered...
Top:
- Jerry working a dog on a
defence of handler in
Vancouver in 2009.
Middle:
- The famous painting of
Rocky Bayard and Terry
Fossard at the 1993 NARA
Championships.
Bottom:
- Jerry.
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2013 COUPE

2013 Selectif & Coupe Finale in
Quimperlé
First and foremost, thank you to Sports
Canine for the permission to use these photos!
This year’s Selectif and Coupe brought
some excellent results with new dogs and
handlers placing very well.
If Quimperlé could be summed up in one
phrase it would probably be: Banc des
Hermelles. There were four BdH dogs in the
Coupe Finale and Fedzarro and E’Red Bull
finished first and second handled by Stephane
Briere and Anthony Calvez respectively - these
two not only share dogs from the same kennel,
but they are part of the same Club. All in all, a
very successful result!
For the second straight year, the only

performance in the Final. I am pretty sure this is
not the last we will see of M. Servant.
Also of note was the rather surprising
performance by Espion. Unfortunately, even the
dogs who compete at such a high level have oﬀ
days and Espion’s came at a moment when all
eyes were on him. After speaking with handler
Jean-Yves Vaiasuso, a vet determined that
Espion was competing with an injury. I’m sure
we will see Espion back competing at a high
level again for Brieve.
This year’s competition was a good mix of
young and experienced dogs, but let us also not
forget that last year’s champion, Cutter and third
place dog, Colt were not present this year. The
2014 Selectif and Finale are looking to be a
great event for all involved.

female in the competition was Dogtra and
fortunately/unfortunately, her handler Alexandra
Bodeau has indicated Dogtra will be retired after
the 2013 Finale and will be used as a breeding
female - where do I sign up?
While we are talking about dogs who have
made their curtain call - the great Bakari,
handled by Eric Servant had a tremendous

Pictures from the Coupe
TOP: Dusty bearing down
on Aurelien Casole during
the stopped attack.

Aurelien
Casole on the
DOH with
Stephane and
Fedzarro

Middle: The Finale
champions. Stephane
Briere - Fedzarro Anthony
Calvez - E’Red Bull and
Eric Servant - Bakari.
Bottom: Espion dropping
Cedric Haultcoeur on the
flee attack.
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CRA RESULTS

2013

Attaque au
Revolver with CRA
decoy Frederick
Labrousse & C’Tino
de la Forge

B’Eli
(Wiley) de la Forge
Face Attack on NARA
decoy Wade
Morrell
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West Coast Ring Club - May 11, ‘13

Glenwood Ring Trial - Jul 19, ‘13

CDRM Trial - Aug 24, ’13

Judge: Dominque Piton (France)

Judge: John Bayreuther

Judge: Jean Claude Bouterige

Decoys: Daniel Lybbert (CRA Lvl 2), Andrew

Decoys: Jean-Marc Alan (France Lvl 3); Daniel

Decoys: Wade Morrell (NARA Lvl 2); Frederick

Steinkhol (NARA Lvl 2)

Lybbert (CRA Lvl 2), Mikey Rusu (CRA Lvl 1)

Labrousse (CRA Lvl 1)

Brevet:

Brevet

Brevet

Daniel Lybbert - Pryme - 88

Lynne Lechance - Harry - 98.5

Chelsey Protulipac - B’Eli de la Forge - 97.8

Grant Rossiter - Faber Du Chemin De
Lesperance - 81 (NQ)

Sylvain Petelle - Fontaine d’Or Danka - 90.65
Ring I
Lynne Lechance - Harry - 185.5

Ring I

Ring I

Daniel Lybbert - Prime - 178

Alvaro Olvera - Exxon - 167.5

Daniel Lybbert - Pryme - 170.00

Shelley Nelson - Switch - 153.2

Aristide Couture - C’Tino de la Forge - 162.6

Shelley Nelson - Top Gun's Switch – 152.5

Danielle Ekelund - Vader - 140

Chelsey Protulipac - B’Eli de la Forge - 160.9

Ring II

Ring II

Ring II

Laurie McIntosh - Karma's Little Myra - 273.00

Laurie MacIntosh - Myra - 256.5

Laurie MacIntosh - Karma’s Little Myra - 288

Sam Bishop - Fenrik Dax Duchenil De Loucyn –

Daniel Lybbert - Prime - 215

Geoﬀ Empey - Petite Fusee’s Phineas V.A. - 260

223.7

Ben Allanson - Hank - 237
Ring III

Ring III

Nikki Lybbert - Peanut - 199.5

Nikki Lybbert - Arachide de Crysalex- 312.4

Ring III
Kevin Lee - Xenon des Barriques - 346.77
Geoﬀ Empey - J’Sasha Van Arek - 258.5
Mikey Rusu - Eeto du Calvaire Acacias - 250.64
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IN OUR NEXT ISSUE
Stay tuned for the CRA Newsletter after the Championships!
Are you getting ready? The

submissions as opposed to

Championships are just around the corner! Our

randomly picking a dog and

next issue will be full with a profile of each of the

handler.

Ring 1, 2, and 3 Champion dogs!

Your New Board of
Directors!

Together with your pictures and the trial
results, we hope to bring the most
comprehensive coverage of the CRA Coupe that
has ever been assembled in one of our
newsletters.

Decoy’s Corner - Guest Commentary
Our new feature of the Decoy’s Corner will

When the next CRA
Newsletter is published, we will
have a brand new Board of
Directors.
Have you thought of what you
can do to better our sport? Have

feature a special guest feature from a French

you been a member in good

decoy we have had the pleasure of interviewing

standing for 2 years? If so, we

on how to start your puppy!

would encourage you to step up to

Current CRA Secretary, Ryan Venables, is

the plate! We are looking for CRA

going to France to pick up his next puppy, Ionn

members who can work well in a

du Domaine de Louxor and one for current CRA

team and can dedicate some time

President, John Bayreuther.

to bring new ideas to the table to

While Ryan is in France he will have had
the opportunity to learn from experienced trial
and training decoys and will sit down with them
on how to start your new French Ring puppy!

Handler and Dog Spotlight
To continue our new regular column where

help move French Ring forward in Ontario.

Congratulations
We will also be listing all of the CRA
member’s dogs who have obtained a Brevet or
the second-leg of a Ring 1, 2 or 3. Congrats to
you for all your hard work! Want to be listed,

we feature a CRA member and a CRA dog, we

email your accomplishment to:

will be asking for you for submissions on who

SOARringsport@gmail.com

you would like to see for our next issue. Please

Year End Financial

email: SOARringsport@gmail.com
We would really like to feature a dog or
handler from the East and a dog or handler from
the West, so we would really like for your

Our next and final issue of 2013 will also
feature our yearend financial report which will be
prepared by the new Treasurer.
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Thanks!
Your Board of Directors consisting of John
Bayreuther, Samantha Bishop, Fred Labrousse,
Geoﬀ Empey and Ryan Venables, thanks each
and every one of you for a memorable year and
all the best going forward.
We hope that what we have been able to
accomplish will carry forward and will help
continue to grow our sport.
Thank you once again, and for one last
time your 2012 Canadian Ringsport Champions!

